SKY SUITE 777 will be deployed between Narita and New York
- JAL SKY Wi-Fi to be progressively introduced on European routes TOKYO March 4, 2013: With raising the notches one class above for all four cabin services and

starting to introduce fully flat seat to business class through the significant improvements in
spaciousness and functionality of seats, JAL has decided to configure SKY SUITE 777(Boeing
777-300ER aircraft) from early May 2013 on the long-haul route between Tokyo (Narita) and New
York (John F. Kennedy) after it was deployed on Narita = London route from January 2013.
Meanwhile, JAL SKY Wi-Fi, currently being an unique internet service among the Japanese airlines,
has been served on New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and Jakarta’s route, will be expanded
sequentially on European routes from April 2013.
is our action slogan, our special way to thanking you. All seats and
in-flight service in every class aboard our spacious Boeing 777-300ER airliners will feature
sweeping improvements specially created to provide our customers a totally refreshing onboard
experience like no other.
[SKY SUITE 777 enters service between Narita and New York]
Route*1

Narita = New York

Aircraft

777-300ER
（SKY SUITE 777）

Cabin Class/Name of Seat
SKY SUITE 777 *2
First Class ： NEW JAL SUITE
Business Class ： SKY SUITE
Premium Economy ： SKY PREMIUM
Economy Class ： SKY WIDER

*1 The SKY SUITE 777 will be progressively introduced on the American and European routes.
*2 For more detail on SKY SUITE 777, please visit http://www.jal.co.jp/en/newsky/
*3 The actual operating date will be announced in JAL homepage as soon as it has been decided.
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Remarks

Be operated from
early May 2013.*3

[JAL SKY Wi-Fi to be expanded on European routes]
Route*1
Narita = London
Narita = Frankfurt
*1
*2

Aircraft
777-300ER

Service
JAL SKY Wi-Fi

Remarks
Be started progressively
from April 2013*2

JAL SKY Wi-Fi will be progressively introduced on the other European routes.
The actual operating date will be announced in JAL homepage as soon as it has been decided.
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